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We present a novel transition path sampling shooting algorithm for the efficient sampling of complex (biomolecular) activated processes with asymmetric free energy barriers. The method employs a fictitious potential that biases the shooting point toward the transition state. The method is similar in spirit to the aimless shooting technique by Peters and Trout [J. Chem. Phys. 125, 054108 (2006)], but is targeted for use with the one-way shooting approach, which has been shown to be more effective than two-way shooting algorithms in systems dominated by diffusive dynamics. We illustrate the method on a 2D Langevin toy model, the association of two peptides and the initial step in dissociation of a β-lactoglobulin dimer. In all cases we show a significant increase in efficiency. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4965882]

I. INTRODUCTION

Straightforward molecular dynamics of activated molecular processes, such as chemical reactions, biomolecular isomerizations, association processes, or phase transitions, is inefficient, as much time is wasted on sampling the stable states, in comparison to the transition itself. While many biasing methods exist that address the exponential time scale problem occurring in such activated processes, they typically rely on good reaction coordinates (e.g., umbrella sampling,1 flooding,2 local elevation,3 adaptive bias force,4 and meta-dynamics5) or give up access to kinetic and mechanistic details (such as replica exchange molecular dynamics6). Transition path sampling (TPS) was developed to bypass these problems by focusing on the transition paths between stable states.7–9 The TPS algorithm employs importance sampling to generate an ensemble of unbiased dynamical trajectories that connect an initial with a final stable state, and is therefore independent of an a priori choice of order parameters or reaction coordinate that describes the transition. Rather, the reaction coordinate can be extracted from the sampled path ensemble. The method has been successfully applied to various activated processes (see Refs. 10–12 for a review).

The standard TPS algorithm8 takes an existing path, and creates a new trial path from it. The resulting trial path is accepted using a Metropolis-Hastings criterion based on detailed balance, designed to maintain the equilibrium path ensemble distribution. This generic TPS setup allows for much flexibility, as the way how to generate a new trial path from an existing path is entirely up to the user. Even in the seminal publications on TPS,7 different approaches were considered, such as frame by frame moves, or dynamical schemes evolving the entire pathway simultaneously. The vanilla type, standard TPS algorithm relies on the so-called shooting move,9 which selects a random frame from an existing initial trajectory of fixed duration, alters the momenta slightly, and integrates the equation of motion forward as well as backward in time, until the total duration of the trajectory has been reached. For the shooting algorithm the acceptance criterion is simply determined by whether it connects the two stable states. (The original approach also included the shifting move. This move shifts the origin of the paths, but does not create new decorrelated pathways, at least for deterministic MD). The shooting moves are particularly effective since they allow for a quick decorrelation of the subsequent pathways, while still giving reasonable good acceptance probability as long as the trial shooting points are not too far from the transition states. While the shooting move has been employed for the majority of cases,10–12 other TPS approaches can be very useful as well, such as the noise history approach.13

Following the introduction of the original shooting algorithm, many improvements were made. The transition interface sampling (TIS)14 based on flexible shooting moves allowed restricting the path length to the necessary minimum, thus minimizing the computational effort. Biasing the shooting point toward the barrier region also is very useful, as it prevents ill-fated shots from near the stable states and improves the acceptance ratio.12,15 Another important development was the aimless shooting approach by Peters and Trout,16 which was originally developed to be applied in conjunction with a maximum likelihood based reaction coordinate analysis advocated by the same authors, but can be used independently as a valid shooting algorithm. The idea of the aimless shooting method is to keep the trial shooting point distribution close to the transition barrier. The reason for this goal is twofold. First, the acceptance ratio for the shooting is higher when the shooting point is close to the transition state. Second, the likelihood maximization relies on information close to the dividing surface. The aimless shooting method achieves these goals by basing the trial shooting point on the previous shooting point, shifting it by a fixed number of frames in the forward or backward direction. When this shift happens...
to bring the shooting point closer to the transition state, the acceptance becomes more likely, thus providing a natural tendency to stay close to the barrier, thus circumventing the need for predefined order parameters to bias in.

At the same time, it became clear that the standard two-way shooting move was less effective for complex systems, in particular, biomolecular systems, where the transition paths could become exceedingly long, much longer than the Lyapunov time scale. This means that (deterministic) dynamical pathways effectively become diffusive. In the original TPS publications it was already clear that for diffusive dynamics one had to employ the so-called one-way or stochastic shooting method.\(^{17}\) This method attempts to create only a forward or a backward partial path from a uniformly randomly chosen trial shooting point rather than shooting in both directions. When the forward(backward) path is acceptable, that is, when it reaches the final (initial) state, the trial path replaces only part of the existing path, while the complementary part of the previous path is retained. While clearly several shots are needed to create an entirely new path, the one-way shooting algorithm is more efficient for diffusive or stochastic dynamics. Moreover, even in case of deterministic molecular dynamics (coupled to a stochastic thermostat) in which the molecular chaos sets in long before the average length of the path is reached, one-way shooting is preferred.\(^{18}\) In fact, for biomolecular systems it is currently the standard approach. The effectiveness of the path sampling can be tracked using a so-called path tree.\(^{19}\)

The one-way shooting method has also several drawbacks. First, it requires more successful shots to decorrelate paths (although not more computer time). More seriously, it suffers in efficiency for asymmetric barriers. Asymmetric barriers occur, for instance, when the system on one side of the main barrier is trapped in an intermediate state, while it can easily reach the stable state on the other side. This means that the paths on the trapped side become much longer (note that this is, of course, also a problem for the two-way shooting algorithm). When uniform one-way shooting is used, this asymmetry leads to many more shooting attempts on one side of the barrier with respect to the other. Due to the asymmetry, most shooting points are chosen on the trapped side. A biasing function that selects shooting points around the transition state using an order parameter can ameliorate this situation. However, then one needs to know a priori what order parameter to use to parameterize the transition state, and TPS was developed just to avoid that. Clearly one would prefer to use an algorithm such as aimless shooting, which automatically finds the transition state region. The current work provides such an algorithm, which we denote “spring shooting.” Inspired by aimless shooting, the method chooses a new shooting point by shifting the old shooting point by a number of frames, and accepts or rejects this shift while applying a bias, the spring. This bias is different for a forward shot with respect to a backward shot. For a forward shot the shooting point is pulled to lower frame number by the “spring,” for a backward shot the situation is the other way around. The opposing forces balance when the shooting point oscillates around the transition state.

The paper is organized as follows: we start with introduction and derivation of the algorithm. We illustrate method using a 2D Langevin model, and show that the efficiency improves with respect to the uniform shooting. We then further illustrate the new algorithms on the association reaction of two diphenylalanine (FF) solvated dipeptides. We end with an application of a large system, the associating/dissociation reaction of the $\beta$-lactoglobulin dimer.

II. METHODS

A. Derivation of the spring shooting algorithm

A TPS simulation performs a Monte Carlo random walk in trajectory space. A dynamical trajectory $x(L) = \{x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_L\}$ is discretized in time by a time step $\Delta t$ into $L + 1$ slices (or frames) $x_r$. Each time frame $x_r = \{r_T, p_T\}$ contains all positions $r$ and momenta $p$ of all $N$ particles in the system at time $t = r \Delta t$. The probability $P_{\beta\beta}[x(L)]$ for a path of a fixed length $L$ connecting the initial state $A$ and the final state $B$ is given by

$$P_{\beta\beta}[x(L)] = Z_{\beta\beta}^{-1} h_A(x_0) \mathcal{P}[x(L)] h_B(x_L). \quad (1)$$

$\mathcal{P}[x(L)]$ is the dynamical probability of the discretized path $x(L)$, while $h_Q(x)$ denotes an indicator function that is unity when $x \in \Omega$, i.e., $x$ is inside a stable state $\Omega$, and zero otherwise. The product $h_A(x_0)h_B(x_L)$ thus guarantees that the probability is non-zero only when a path starts from $A$ and ends in $B$. The normalization factor $Z_{\beta\beta}$ is akin to a partition function. The dynamical path probability $\mathcal{P}[x(L)]$ is given by

$$\mathcal{P}[x(L)] = \rho(x_0) \prod_{\tau=0}^{L-1} \rho(x_{\tau} \rightarrow x_{(\tau+1)}), \quad (2)$$

where $\rho(x_{\tau} \rightarrow x_{(\tau+1)})$ represents the Markovian probability for transitions from a phase point at time frame $\tau$ to one at time frame $\tau + 1$ (e.g., a delta function for molecular dynamics, or a Gaussian for Langevin dynamics\(^7\)), and $\rho(x_0)$ denotes the stationary distribution of $x_0$. All trajectories that connect the two defined stable states form the path ensemble, which plays a key role in TPS as the representation of the rare event process under study. A definition of reaction coordinate is not necessary in TPS, but the reactant $A$ and product $B$ regions should be defined properly by order parameters. These order parameters should be chosen such that the two states can not only be distinguished from each other but also that each state lies inside the basin of attraction of that stable state.\(^{12}\)

The shooting algorithm\(^7\) can efficiently sample the path ensemble by selecting a random slice, changing the momenta slightly, and shooting off a new direction forward and backward in time. Each path that still connects $A$ with $B$ can be accepted in the Monte Carlo procedure. The general acceptance rule for the shooting move is\(^8,12\)

$$P_{acc}[x^{(o)} \rightarrow x^{(n)}] = h_A(x_0^{(n)}) h_B(x_L^{(n)}) \min \left\{ 1, \frac{\mathcal{P}[x^{(o)}(L^{(n)})] P_{gen}[x^{(n)} \rightarrow x^{(o)}]}{\mathcal{P}[x^{(o)}(L^{(o)})] P_{gen}[x^{(o)} \rightarrow x^{(n)}]} \right\}, \quad (3)$$
where the min function returns the lower of its arguments and \( P_{\text{gen}}[\mathbf{x}^{(n)} \rightarrow \mathbf{x}^{(o)}] \) denotes the generating probability for creating a new trajectory from an old one, making use of microscopic reversibility. One can show that for the shooting move this acceptance rule reduces to

\[
P_{\text{acc}}[\mathbf{x}^{(o)} \rightarrow \mathbf{x}^{(n)}] = h_A(x_0^{(n)}) h_B(x_L^{(n)}) \min \left[ 1, \frac{P_{\text{acc}}(\tau', x^{(o)})}{P_{\text{acc}}(\tau, x^{(o)})} \right],
\]

(4)

where \( P_{\text{acc}}(\tau, x) \) denotes the probability to select the shooting point. In the simplest case, this selection probability is uniform, and is just determined by the length \( P_{\text{acc}}(\tau, x) = 1/L \). Note that when the generation of the trajectories is halted upon reaching a stable state, as is done in flexible shooting, the length of the paths varies and the acceptance criterion becomes dependent on the ratio \( L^{(o)}/L^{(n)} \).12,14

However we are free to choose a different selection probability, for instance,

\[
P_{\text{acc}}(\tau, x) = \frac{f(\lambda(x_i))}{\sum_{i=0}^{L} f(\lambda(x_i))}
\]

(5)

where the function \( f(\lambda(x_i)) \) is based on the order parameter \( \lambda(x) \) which in turn depends solely on the coordinates of the time frame.

To sample from this distribution one can generate the shooting points by uniform selection, do the shooting move, and then accept with the criterion Eq. (4). or, alternatively, generate the shooting point directly from this distribution and perform the shooting, and accept with \( P_{\text{acc}}[\mathbf{x}^{(o)} \rightarrow \mathbf{x}^{(n)}] = h_A(x_0^{(n)}) h_B(x_L^{(n)}) \). To generate the shooting point from the distribution Eq. (5) one can use e.g., rejection (von Neumann) sampling, or other approaches.20,21

The shooting move is thus separated into two stages. The first is the generation of the shooting point, by a Metropolis Monte Carlo scheme, in which undesired shooting points can be quickly discarded, with an acceptance ratio \( P_{\text{acc}}[\tau \rightarrow \tau'] = \min \left[ 1, \frac{P_{\text{acc}}(\tau', \mathbf{x}^{(n)})}{P_{\text{acc}}(\tau, \mathbf{x}^{(o)})} \right] \). The second stage is the creation and acceptance/rejection of the trial path. The total move acceptance ratio can be seen as product of the two stages,

\[
P_{\text{acc}}[\tau \rightarrow \tau'; \mathbf{x}^{(o)} \rightarrow \mathbf{x}^{(n)}] = P_{\text{acc}}^p[\tau \rightarrow \tau'] P_{\text{acc}}^{\text{sho}}[\mathbf{x}^{(o)} \rightarrow \mathbf{x}^{(n)}] = h_A(x_0^{(n)}) h_B(x_L^{(n)}) \min \left[ 1, \frac{P_{\text{acc}}(\tau', \mathbf{x}^{(n)})}{P_{\text{acc}}(\tau, \mathbf{x}^{(o)})} \right],
\]

(6)

which is indeed the same as Eq. (4). In previous work such an approach has been used to great effect.15

Eq. (6) holds also for the one-way shooting algorithm, in which one randomly chooses to generate a forward or a backward partial path starting from the shooting point. The complementary partial part is retained from the old trajectory. Note that one-way shooting requires some stochasticity in the dynamics, so that the shooting point itself does not have to be altered. Indeed, altering the shooting point like in standard two-way TPS would lead to unrealistic dynamics along the entire path.

The spring shooting algorithm is especially developed for use with the one-way algorithm. Similar to the aimless shooting algorithms, the spring shooting selects the shooting point not based on coordinates but only based on the time frame index,

\[
p_{\text{acc}}(\tau, x) = P_{\text{acc}}(\tau).
\]

(7)

The essence of the spring shooting algorithm is to treat the forward and backward shooting moves as independent moves. Similar to aimless shooting, the spring shooting starts by shifting the shooting point with respect to the successful shooting point on the previous path by a certain number of frames. Whereas in aimless shooting this shift is symmetric, in the spring method it is selected with an exponential function,

\[
p_{\text{acc}}(\tau) = c \exp(s k \tau),
\]

(8)

where \( \tau \) is the (absolute) frame index, \( k \) a force constant determining the magnitude of the bias, and \( s \in (-1,1) \) is determined by the direction of shooting, \( s = -1 \) for forward shooting, and \( s = 1 \) for backward shooting, and \( c \) is the normalization. Since we now allow all times (in principle) this normalization constant is given by \( c = 1/\sum_{\tau'} \exp(s k \tau) \), where the boundary \( b \) of the allowed time frame window be made arbitrarily large. While this normalization constant vanishes for \( b \to \infty \), it cancels out in the acceptance criterion itself,22

\[
P_{\text{acc}}^p[\tau \rightarrow \tau'] = \min \left[ 1, \frac{\exp(s k \tau')}{\exp(s k \tau)} \right] = \min[1, e^{s k \Delta \tau}],
\]

(9)

where \( \Delta \tau = \tau' - \tau \) is the number of shifted frames from the previous shooting point. As a large \( \Delta \tau \) either yields an exponentially small acceptance ratio or is likely to produce a failed shot, we limit the choice of \( \Delta \tau \) between the interval \( [-\Delta \tau_{\max}, \Delta \tau_{\max}] \), analogous to the maximum allowed displacement in a regular MC translational move. When the trial shooting point falls outside the current path the acceptance probability becomes zero, and the move is rejected.

As the spring shooting algorithm treats the forward and backward shots separately, the complete algorithm is as follows:

1. Select with equal probability a forward or a backward move. Set \( s = -1 \) in case of forward move, \( s = 1 \) in case of backward.
2. Select a uniform shift \( \Delta \tau \) in shooting point from the interval \( [-\Delta \tau_{\max}, \Delta \tau_{\max}] \). Add this shift to the previous shooting point frame index \( \tau' = \tau + \Delta \tau \). Reject the entire move if the index is outside of the current path.
3. Accept the trial shooting point \( \tau' \) according to Eq. (9), otherwise reject the entire move.
4. Create partial path (forward or backward) employing molecular dynamics with a stochastic thermostat. Halt the path when a stable state is reached. Reject the move when the total trial path length exceeds a maximum length \( L_{\text{max}} \). Glue the path to the complementary existing path, and accept according to the standard criterion \( P_{\text{acc}}[\mathbf{x}^{(o)} \rightarrow \mathbf{x}^{(n)}] = h_A(x_0^{(n)}) h_B(x_L^{(n)}) \).

The advantage of this approach is that unfavorable shooting points are discarded without extra cost. The exponential shooting selection function can be viewed as a kind of external field pushing (or pulling) the shooting point forward (or backward). The shooting points for forward moves are preferably taken from frames before the previous shooting
point, and the backward movers preferably after the previous shooting point. In this way pathways are decorrelated as much as possible, without wasting time creating partial paths that do not contribute to the decorrelation. Note that the acceptance criterion for the spring move is very simple, and in contrast to the standard one-way flexible path length algorithm, does not depend on the instantaneous (fluctuating) path length. Note also that the algorithm rejects trial paths which become longer than \( L_{\text{max}} \), which is set to prevent memory or storage problems, or as an indication that the path generation went awry, e.g., got stuck in a long-lived intermediate state.

The algorithm requires an initial shooting point location. While in principle it does not matter where this point is chosen, in practice it is more efficient to start close to the barrier. When the initial trajectory comes from gluing two trajectories together (e.g., obtained in a committor analysis), the initial shooting point naturally should be chosen close to the configuration from where these trajectories were initiated. In other cases it might be wise to establish a proxy for the barrier e.g., the maximum energy along the initial path. Even visual inspection might help to find a suitable shooting point location. Nevertheless, we stress that even when starting with an entirely wrong initial shooting point, the algorithm ensures that the shooting point diffuses to the top of the barrier eventually.

The algorithm has two crucial parameters: the maximum frame shift \( \Delta t_{\text{max}} \) and the spring constant \( k \). In the examples we investigate how the performance of the algorithm depends on the choice of these two parameters.

**B. Simulation details**

**1. 2D Langevin model**

To test the performance and validity of the spring shooting algorithm we employ the method first on a toy model consisting of a particle evolving according to Langevin dynamics in a simple 2D asymmetric potential. We choose the potential to be

\[
V(x, y) = -6e^{-\left(4x \cdot 2 + y^2\right)} - 12e^{-3y \cdot 2 + y^2} + 0.0177778(0.0625x^2 + y^2). \tag{10}
\]

This potential is visualized in Fig. 1 with a contour plot, and shows two minima, one at \( V(x = -8.9554, y = 0) = -4.78204 \) and one at \( V(x = 3.9767, y = 0) = -5.71887 \). A saddle point is located at \( V(x = 7.90805, y = 0) = 4.34544 \). For clarity the 1D projection \( \beta F(x) = -\ln \int dy \exp[-\beta V(x, y)] \) onto \( x \) is also shown, where the \( y \) variable is integrated out using Boltzmann averaging. The inverse temperature \( \beta = 1/k_B T \), with \( T \) the reduced (artificial) temperature and \( k_B \) the Boltzmann constant, determines how rare the transition between minima is. In this 2D potential a single particle moves according to full Langevin dynamics. To integrate the equation of motion we employ the BAOAB algorithm described in Ref. 23. We set time step \( \Delta t = 0.05 \), and a friction of \( \gamma = 1 \). The temperature \( T = 10 \), chosen to ensure a low rate constant. Particle configurations are saved each 10th time step. Frames in the trajectories are thus separated by \( \Delta t_{\text{frame}} = 0.5 \). The maximum path length is set to \( L_{\text{max}} = 10^5 \) frames.

![FIG. 1. Top: 2D Potential contour plot. Contours are separated by 1 \( k_B T \). Bottom: the Boltzmann integrated projection on the x-coordinate.](image)

**2. FF dimer**

All atomistic molecular dynamics simulations as well as the system preparation for the FF dimer were performed with the Gromacs 4.5.4 package. All atom interactions were defined using the amber99sb-ildn and TIP3P force fields. The FF segment was taken from the sequence KLVFFA from the amyloid-beta peptide (AB residues 16-21) (PDB 2Y29) and capped with ACE and NME to render, respectively, the N and C terminal neutral. Two copies of the FF monomer were put at a distance of 1 nm from each other in a cubic box of \( 30 \times 30 \times 30 \) Å, and energy minimized using the conjugate gradient method. After solvation of the box and a second energy minimization, we performed a short equilibration of water (10 ps NPT in ambient conditions) with the peptide positions restrained. The solvated system was equilibrated for 1 ns in ambient conditions in the NPT ensemble and thereafter was subjected to a long 200 ns NPT simulation. All bonds were constrained with the LINCS algorithm. A cutoff of 1 nm was used for the non-bonded interactions. The particle mesh Ewald method treated the electrostatic interactions, with a Fourier spacing of 0.12 nm and a 1 nm cutoff for the short range electrostatic interactions. Neighbor lists were updated every 10 fs with a cutoff of 1 nm and the time step was 2 fs. Newton’s equations of motion were integrated with the leap-frog algorithm. In the NPT simulations the Bussi thermostat with a coupling time constant of 0.2 ps controlled the temperature, while the Parrinello-Rahman barostat with a coupling time constant of 1.0 ps kept the pressure constant.

An initial path was taken from the 200 ns MD run. TPS was performed with a home written script capable of applying both one-way uniform and spring shooting, generating paths of flexible length. In both types of shooting, the maximum path length \( L_{\text{max}} \) was set to 2000 frames, and
frames were saved every 5 ps. The TPS algorithm generated trajectories in ambient conditions (T = 298 K, P = 1 atm) in the NPT ensemble, with the above mentioned settings. Order parameters such as minimum distance and solvent accessible surface area (SASA) were obtained with the GROMACS analysis tools.

3. β-lactoglobulin dimer

All-atom molecular dynamics simulations as well as the system preparation for the β-lactoglobulin dimer were performed with Gromacs 4.6.7 package using GPUs. All atom interactions were defined using the amber99sb-ildn and TIP3P force fields. The β-lactoglobulin (β-lac) dimer system was taken from the protein research databank (PDB 2AKQ). The dimer was put in a dodecahedral box and energy was minimized using the conjugate gradient method. After solvation of the box with 20 787 water molecules and a second energy minimization, we performed a short equilibration of water (10 ps NPT in ambient conditions) with the protein position restrained. The solvated system was equilibrated for 1 ns in ambient conditions in the NPT ensemble and thereafter was subjected to a long 200 ns NPT simulation. All other settings were as mentioned above in the FF case.

In the course of the 200 ns MD, the β-lactoglobulin dimer remained in its native bound state (see Fig. 15 of the Appendix). The native contacts were identified as those residue pairs that stayed within a minimum heavy atom distance of 0.4 nm for at least 90% in the 200 ns NPT trajectory. These native contact pairs are listed in Table I of the Appendix. Only 8 residue pairs are shown to fulfill the above criterion. These 8 residue pairs as well as four native hydrogen bonds (between backbone NH and CO of residues 146-150, 148-148, 150-146) characterized by Sakurai and Goto define the stable native (contact) state (NC).

In order to initialize the TPS simulation we need a single path undergoing the dissociation. Therefore we performed a meta-dynamics simulation using the PLUMED package with the above MD settings. The collective variable for MetaD was the center of mass distance of the protein’s CAs, using a Gaussian hill with a height of 0.4 kJ/mol and width of σ = 0.1 kJ/mol, which are deposited every 2 ps. The resulting trajectory of the meta-dynamics run indeed undergoes a dissociation event. The trajectory was saved every 20 ps. For completeness we give the heavy atom minimum distance of the proteins along the trajectory in the Appendix (see Fig. 16). From this biased dimer dissociation trajectory we launched from a particular configuration (frame 108, corresponding to 2140 ps along the trajectory) a series of 10 trial trajectories with random velocities. These trajectories were performed at ambient conditions in the NPT ensemble, using the settings mentioned above. The particular frame 108 turned out to have a reasonable chance to end in the native state (NC), as well as escape the native state. Two of these trajectories, ending in different stable states, were glued to yield the desired initial unbiased path. Ideally this trajectories would start in the native state and end in as in the unbound state (U), which we defined by a minimum distance between the two proteins larger than 1 nm. However, an MD trajectory from this particular configuration was extremely unlikely to provide trajectories ending in both state NC and state U (see Fig. 17 in the Appendix), as the system is trapped in an intermediate state, where only a fraction of native contacts is intact, thus preventing the full dissociation to state U. We therefore decided to first sample pathways between the NC state and an intermediate state NN with only one native contact formed.

We performed TPS simulations of the native state to non-native state (NC → NN) at ambient conditions (T = 300, P = 1 atm) in the NPT ensemble, using the same home written scripts as for the FF dimer TPS, using three different type of one-way shooting schemes, a uniform shooting, Gaussian bias and a spring shooting. The maximum path length for this transition was set to Lmax = 1500 and frames were saved every 10 ps. For the Gaussian bias shooting, we implemented a Gaussian bias in the selection of the shooting point at NC with a width σ = 1. For the spring shooting move TPS, we performed simulations of k = 0.1, 0.5 and Δτmax = 10, 30, 50, 70, 90.

4. Analysis of the path ensemble

Home-written scripts analyzed the path sampling results to produce the path tree, the decorrelated path, the path length distribution, and the path density. We construct the path density by choosing two order parameters (e.g., dipeptide minimum distance and solvent accessible surface area for the FF dimer) and binning each frame of each trajectory in the path ensemble to a 2D grid. Every path can only contribute to a specific bin once, even if visited multiple times. Note that accepted paths can occur multiple times in the ensemble, depending on whether the next trial moves have been rejected.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. 2D Langevin model

Using an initial path constructed from two trajectories initiated at the saddle point, and ending at state A

![FIG. 2. Acceptance ratio as a function of maximum frame shift, for different spring constants. Curves correspond to k = 0.01 (black solid), 0.02 (red dotted), 0.05 (green dashed), 0.10 (blue long-dashed), 1.00 (yellow dotted-dashed), 5.00 (brown dotted-long dashed).]
and B, respectively, we conduct Transition Path Sampling simulations with the spring shooting algorithm. We perform a series of runs with different spring constants \( k = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 1.0, 5.0 \). For each value of \( k \) we perform a series of runs with frame shifts \( \Delta \tau_{\text{max}} = 2, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 \). In all cases the number of trial shots is \( 10^6 \). In addition we perform a simulation using uniform one-way shooting, and a simulation employing aimless shooting.

The overall shooting acceptances are shown in Fig. 2. As expected, the acceptance ratio goes down when the frame shift is increased. Moreover, increasing the spring constant also decreases the acceptance ratio, since the biasing potential will reject shooting point trials more often. Still the overall acceptance never drops below 5%

As both the backward and forward shooting trial moves contribute to the overall shooting acceptance, it is insightful to separate the contributions of both these sub-moves. In Fig. 3 the acceptance of both moves is plotted as a function of the instantaneous frame shift for a \( k = 1.00 \) and maximum frame shift \( \Delta \tau_{\text{max}} = 10 \). Here one clearly sees that the backward move biases to positive frame shift, while the forward move biases to negative frame shift.

To show that the biasing potential in the spring shooting move has no influence on the resulting path ensembles, we plot the path length distribution of all simulations together in Fig. 4. As a reference we also plotted the uniform one-way shooting result. Clearly, the distribution is the same for all settings, and only differs in accuracy due to sampling efficiency.

To establish the efficiency of the spring shooting algorithm, we need a measure of the decorrelation between paths. There is not a straightforward recipe for this. For the one way shooting algorithm a good measure is the amount of sampling that takes one from one decorrelated path to the other. This decorrelation path can be visualized using a path tree, see Fig. 5. This figure shows the path tree for a uniform one-way shooting algorithm. Starting from the top each horizontal line indicates an accepted shooting attempt. Red lines indicate forward shots, and green lines indicate backward shots. The thin black vertical lines indicate the shooting point location on the previous path. Each accepted new path thus consists of the newly formed green/red path, together with the complementary part of the previous path. The blue horizontal lines indicates the part of the paths that contributes to path decorrelation. Clearly, the longer the blue trajectory is, the better it is. Note also that a vertical jump in the blue line means that paths that do not contribute to this decorrelation are skipped. In this case whole green and red parts are skipped when the vertical lines are long, indicating that the uniform shooting algorithm might be not so efficient.

The blue decorrelation trajectory is the part of the path ensemble that is the least changed during the path sampling. This trajectory effectively performs a random walk on top of the (diffusive) barrier. Clearly, the longer it is, the more it is
able to explore path space, as subsequent paths are diffusing away from each other, eventually providing a representative sampling of the relevant path space. One might object that this choice of the decorrelation is rather arbitrary, and that it is more important to establish when the path ensemble becomes representative. Indeed, the decorrelation metric does not give information about how well the path ensemble is sampled. For instance, if the path ensemble oscillates between two narrow reaction channels, this will (most likely) not show up in the decorrelation measure. We stress, however, that this holds for any shooting algorithm. The aim of our analysis is to compare the efficiency of the different shooting algorithms. Besides, it is not straightforward to come up with a system independent measure of the representative sampling of the path ensemble. We therefore believe that the least changed path is a reasonable system independent measure for decorrelation, to establish the difference in efficiency of the different sampling algorithms.

Taking the (horizontal) length of the blue path as a measure for decorrelation, we establish this length for all spring method simulations. The results are given in Fig. 6(a). Here, clearly the decorrelation increases with the spring constant $k$. This is because the spring forces the shooting point into a direction that makes it more likely that the new trajectory contributes to the “blue” decorrelation path. Note that increasing the spring constant above $k = 1.0$ does hardly alter the decorrelation curve, as then basically all trial moves in the “wrong” direction will be rejected. For each spring constant the decorrelation curve behaves non-monotonically as a function of the maximum frame shift. While for small maximum frame shifts the decorrelation increases with $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$, the decorrelation reaches a maximum before starting to go down. This is because small maximum frames shifts are more likely to yield accepted new paths, but contribute only little, while large maximum frame shifts contribute much more to decorrelation, but have a smaller acceptance probability. Clearly there is a $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$ at which the decorrelation is maximized. This maximum shifts to smaller $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$ for larger spring constant $k$. Note that the change in maximum is not that large: from $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}} \approx 20$ at $k = 0.01$ to $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}} \approx 10$ at $k = 5$. From this plot the largest decorrelation occurs for $k \geq 1$ and $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}} \approx 10$. Of course, this optimum will be system specific.

Also shown in the plot is the decorrelation occurring in the uniform one way shooting algorithm (horizontal gray dotted line) and the aimless shooting method (horizontal purple dotted line). From this it seems that the aimless shooting always wins with respect to the spring shooting. This is because each successful aimless shot will contribute to the decorrelation, whereas in the spring shooting, there is still possibility to not contribute.

However, the path decorrelation alone is not the determining factor. Efficiency is also determined by CPU time. In Fig. 6(b) the CPU time for each simulation is plotted. Here the aimless shooting simulations are clearly the most expensive simulations, as for each shot both forward and backward paths need to be evaluated, which can both be rather long if the shooting point is on the shallow side of the asymmetric the barrier. The CPU time is already smaller for the uniform one-way shooting since then only half of the trajectory needs to be computed for every shot. The CPU time drastically decreases for the spring shooting move, becoming smaller with both $k$ and $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$. For the high values of $k \geq 1$
the CPU is only 25% of the aimless shooting effort. This is caused by the early rejections, due to the spring bias, as well as due to the one-way nature of the shooting.

The most efficient algorithm shows the highest decorrelation per unit CPU time. In Fig. 6(c) we plot the ratio of the decorrelation and the CPU time. While the shape of the curves remain roughly as in Fig. 6(a), now the aimless shooting efficiency drops substantially. For $k > 0.05$ the spring shooting algorithm already becomes more effective than aimless shooting (for this set up), and for the $k = 5$, $\Delta r_{max} = 10$ case, the efficiently is more than 3 times that of aimless shooting and more than 100 times as efficient as the uniform shooting move.

To understand the origin of the differences between the efficiency of the different shooting algorithms we compare the distributions of the x-value of shooting points in Fig. 7. Clearly the uniform one-way algorithm shoots mostly from areas far away from the transition state, thus leading to low decorrelation, and large non-contributing stretches of partial paths. The aimless shooting on the other hand focuses on the transition state. However, it is more expensive as it is a two-way shooting method, failing more often than a one-way shooting. The spring shooting algorithms fall in between these two extremes, closer to the aimless shooting distribution for $k = 1$ than for $k = 0.05$. The conclusion is thus that one wants to be close to the aimless shooting distribution, which happens for relatively strong spring constant $k$, and not a too high maximum frame shift $\Delta r_{max}$.

An alternative way to identify the efficiency is to construct a correlation function of a property along the paths,

$$C(n) = \frac{\langle \delta g(0)\delta g(n) \rangle}{\langle \delta g(0)\delta g(0) \rangle},$$

where $n$ is the index of the shooting trial, the angular brackets denote average over the path ensemble taking each path as a time origin, and $\delta g(n) = g(x^n) - g(x)$, with the overbar denoting the mean over all paths. This leads to an exponentially decaying correlation function. We extract the decay time of this correlation function by establishing the shooting trial index at which the correlation function reaches a value of $1/e$.

For the correlation function of the maximum energy along the path, we plot the decay time is plotted in Fig. 8 for different $k$ values as function of the maximum frame shift $\Delta r_{max}$. Similar to the decorrelated path length, this function shows also an optimum for $k > 1$ and $\Delta r_{max} = 10$.

B. FF dimer association

In the next illustrative example we focus on the association dissociation reaction between two phenylalanine dipeptides. Because of their hydrophobicity these dipeptides do attract each other, but also sometimes dissociate spontaneously, a state that is stabilized by entropy. We performed a 200 ns straightforward MD run, at 300 K and 1 atm. As shown in Fig. 9(a) in this time many transitions occur between the bound and unbound states, indicating that the binding unbinding is not a rare event on that time scale. Still, while the relaxation time is on the order of a ns, most of the transitions are rather sharp and occur on a time scale of around 100 ps, thus characterizing them as activated processes on the ps time scale. Fig. 9(b) shows the free energy, obtained as the negative logarithm of the probability distribution along the minimum distance order parameter $r_{min}$. Indeed this plot shows a well defined minimum at the bound state around $r_{min} = 0.2$ nm, and a very broad shallow minimum for the unbound state for $r_{min} > 0.6$ nm, separated by a small barrier at $r_{min} = 0.4$ nm. While the FE barrier is small, it is in principle asymmetric, with a steep binding force on the left side, and a shallow diffusive entropic force on the other side. The fact that the FE increases again after the minimum of the unbound state has been reached is due to the finite size of the system. For larger system sizes the minimum would shift to larger distances. Moreover, the choice of the minimum distance as the order parameter also causes the free energy to increase already at smaller $r_{min}$ than if we would have chosen the center of mass distance. We define the stable states solely on the minimum distance $r_{min}$, with the bound state B by $r_{min} \leq 0.22$ and the unbound state U by $r_{min} \geq 1.2$.

Here our aim is to test the efficiency of the spring method. We perform a series of runs employing the spring shooting...
algorithm for different values of the spring constant $k$ as well as for different $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$. To initialize the TPS we extract a partial trajectory from the 200 ns straightforward MD run. This trajectory is plotted in Fig. 9(c) and connects state B ($r_{\text{min}} \leq 0.22$) and U ($r_{\text{min}} \geq 1.2$).

For the spring shooting move TPS, we performed simulations of multiple spring constants values $k = 0.1, 1$ and $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}} = 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 150, 200, 250, 400$.

As mentioned above for the 2D toy model, the spring shooting move should eventually sample the same equilibrium path ensemble, independent of its parameters. Therefore, properties of the path ensemble such as the distribution of path lengths and path densities should also be independent of the employed shooting scheme. Fig. 10 illustrates that the path length distribution remains unchanged upon changing the spring constant $k$ and $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$, the equilibrium path distribution. The path length distribution is peaked at 200 ps and has an average path length of 340 ps. This distribution has a typical Poisson shape, with a long tail up to 2 ns.

At low spring $k = 0.1$ and $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}} = 10$ the distribution deviates slightly from the equilibrium one (with a peak at $P = 0.03$ and not at 0.045). This is probable due to the slow equilibration of the path ensemble, as, since the maximum shift in shooting point position is small, more sampling is needed for sufficient diffusion of shooting points and therefore to generate all possible pathways of the equilibrium distribution.

As for the 2D toy model, the efficiency of the spring shooting method depends on the spring constant $k$ and the maximum allowed shift $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$. We define the efficiency of the spring shooting algorithm as the total decorrelated path length divided by the total number of computed MD steps (as a measure for the CPU time). For the FF dipeptide binding transition, the efficiency in terms of decorrelation length over the total number of MD steps of the TPS (including accepted and rejected forward or backward paths) is plotted in Fig. 11. The efficiency shows a maximum at $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}} = 150$, corresponding to 750 ps path, since the frame saving frequency was 5 ps. Increasing the spring constant from $k = 0.1$ to $k = 1$ does not change the efficiency much, indicating that the efficiency is already saturated (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 11 shows that at small $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$ the efficiency is small, which is attributed to the reduced decorrelation of new trajectories, caused by the small allowed shooting point shifts. Upon increasing $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$ the efficiency increases as larger shooting point shifts are allowed in each trial move, and the chance of large contribution to decorrelation increases. The efficiency reaches its maximum around $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}} \approx 150–200$. In
the limit of large $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}$’s, the shooting efficiency decreases again, and becomes comparable to the uniform shooting.

In the spring shooting move, after accepting the newly generated shooting point (Eq. (9)), the generated trajectory needs to end in the correct state in order for the trial move to be accepted within a reasonable amount of time, not exceeding a maximum time frames $L_{\text{max}}$. As stated Sec. II, the maximum time was set to 10 ns, much longer that the path lengths occurring the sampled path ensemble.

The comparison between the efficiency uniform and spring shooting algorithm might be influenced by the fact that uniform shooting rejects paths based on the ratio of the path lengths, whereas the spring move does not. Therefore, when comparing the efficiency of the spring shooting with the uniform shooting, we report both the efficiency for the regular uniform shooting scheme (“uniform with Psel ratio”) as well as the efficiency for the uniform shooting where this rejection step is omitted (“uniform no Psel ratio”). The latter shooting scheme does not fulfill detailed balance and was implemented only to compare to the spring shooting algorithm. One would expect the uniform shooting without the path length comparison to be much more efficient than the uniform shooting with the criterion as the latter rejects more trajectories ($P_{\text{acc}} = 40\%$) because of the length criterion compared to the former ($P_{\text{acc}} = 45\%$) leading to less decorrelation per CPU-time. However, we find that only 30\% of the rejected paths are rejected due to the length criterion. When the length criterion is off, the acceptance ratio drops only by 10\%. From this we deduce that the trajectories rejected because of the length criterion, would result in a rejection anyway, by ending up in the wrong states. Indeed, the uniform shooting incorporating the length criterion has only a marginally smaller efficiency than the uniform shooting without the length criterion.

From the sampled path ensemble we can construct path density plots, shown in Fig. 12. The different spring shooting parameters do not alter the equilibrium properties of the transition. To show that we plotted the difference in distribution in Fig. 12(c). The difference is of the order of 10\%. The bound state (B) is located below a minimum distance of 0.22 nm between the dipeptides. In the bound state there exist configurations of different hydration, i.e., ones with solvent accessible surface below 8.6 nm$^2$ (see Fig. 12(b) bottom left) and others with higher SASA. The unbound state (U) is characterized by a minimum dipeptide distance larger than 1.2 nm from each other. Here the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) is around 10.5 nm$^2$. The L shape of the path density plot indicates that when the dipeptides approach each other below a certain threshold, the SASA starts to decrease, as expected for an association reaction. From the unbound state (top right area of the path density plot of Fig. 12) the peptides bind non-specifically through on-pathway intermediates with a SASA in the range of 9.5-10.5 nm$^2$, highlighted on the lower left side of the path densities Fig. 12. Thereafter, they reach a desolvated bound state (B) which has a low SASA (<8.6 nm$^2$) and is characterized by single phenyl-phenyl ring interactions, or both phenyl-phenyl interactions when peptides align in a parallel fashion, or by alignment of the peptides through hydrogen bond/hydrophilic interaction stabilization. The path density plots also suggest a dynamical bottleneck for the association located at $r_{\text{min}} = 0.4$ nm and a SASA of 10.5 nm$^2$.

**C. Dissociation of β-lactoglobulin dimer**

As for the FF dimer system the spring shooting algorithm is only marginally more efficient than the uniform shooting, in
this subsection we consider a more complex protein-protein dissociation problem. We performed TPS on the first step in the dissociation process of the $\beta$-lactoglobulin dimer, the transition from the native state (NC) to an intermediate state (NN). The TPS simulation was initialized from a predefined dissociating path (see Sec. II).

Here, we discuss only the difference in sampling of the uniform shooting, the Gaussian bias shooting, and the spring shooting, in terms of their sampling trees, shooting points, and efficiency. A more detailed molecular interpretation of the TPS results will appear elsewhere.

In Fig. 13, we plot the path tree for the NC $\rightarrow$ NN transition. Although the sampling is not exhaustive, clearly the uniform shooting algorithm generates a higher abundance of accepted backward paths. This corresponds to a systematic selection of shooting points closer to the NC state (see Fig. 14). This is caused by the presence of an asymmetric barrier where the rate limiting step takes place for relatively low number of contacts, and the dimer spends long parts of the backward trajectory in near native states before finally locking into native bound state (NC).

The spring shooting move ameliorates this effect and nearly equally creates both forward and backward paths. This is further corroborated by the shooting point as a function of accepted trials, where the selected shooting points are not driven by the natural entropy of the system, close to the native state, but are wandering to the middle of the transition. The efficiency, expressed as the decorrelation length over number of saved frames, of the uniform shooting move, the Gaussian bias shooting move and the spring shooting move of $k = 0.5$ and $\Delta t_{\text{max}} = 70$ is 0.000 66, 0.016 99, and 0.0445 respectively. Clearly the Gaussian bias shooting move and the spring shooting are two orders of magnitude more efficient than the uniform shooting. Comparing the Gaussian bias with the spring shooting of $k = 0.5$ and $\Delta t_{\text{max}} = 70$, we find that the spring shooting is about twice more efficient compared to the Gaussian bias shooting. Note that the choice of $k$ and $\Delta t_{\text{max}}$ might be not optimal, as no effort has been made to maximize efficiency for this transition.

IV. CONCLUSION

We introduced a novel shooting algorithm for the transition path sampling framework that is aimed at efficiently sampling transitions in complex systems with diffusive behavior and asymmetric barriers. We showed that the new spring shooting is more efficient than uniform shooting, and also than the aimless shooting algorithm. In addition, the new algorithm might also be useful to other path sampling methods such as transition interface sampling, although there the efficiency gain is probably smaller because of the use of interfaces. Note however that the efficiency analysis is not a general statement of superiority. There will be many cases in which other methods are more efficient. Nevertheless we believe that this new algorithm will help to improve the sampling of rare events in complex systems such as ligand binding and protein association reactions.
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APPENDIX: INITIALIZATION OF THE $\beta$-LACTOGLOBULIN DIMER PATHS

In this section we provide additional information on the $\beta$-lactoglobulin dimer simulations. Table I lists the contacts found in the native dimer, together with their occupancy, based on the 200 ns trajectory. Here we defined a contact when the
TABLE I. Occupancy of residue contacts within the course of a 100 ns NPT MD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue pair</th>
<th>Occupancy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150-146</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148-148</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146-150</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147-148</td>
<td>99.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149-146</td>
<td>99.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146-149</td>
<td>99.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33-33</td>
<td>90.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150-29</td>
<td>79.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-150</td>
<td>78.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137-141</td>
<td>75.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151-29</td>
<td>70.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141-137</td>
<td>69.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

minimum heavy atom distance was less than 4.0 Å. The first 8 pairs are considered the native contact pairs. Fig. 15 plots the number of native contacts and the hydrogen bonds of the native dimer state in the 200 ns NPT trajectory.

Fig. 16 shows the minimum distance between the β-lactoglobulin proteins in a metadynamics simulation. Fig. 17 shows the number of native contacts for the ten simulations starting from frame 108 of the metadynamics run.